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What are the best practices for theory development so that a 
theory is clear and consistent?

Following is a draft proposal for these best practices; they support 
academic scholarship as the broadest type of foundation for formal 
scholarship. To the extent that we can find consensus for a final 
version of the standards that constitute this foundation, we will 
establish a common setting for working together on knowledge. 

As all development work takes place in some type of workspace 
such as a construction site or a factory, this body of work is called 
Place of Understanding [or Place].

The quest for a foundation for scientific research is a quest for a 
good place to start in making explanations about how the world 
works. It is also a quest for productive corporate standards. Being 
explicit about key principles, assumptions, expectations, logic 
standards, language standards, etc. can provide a big payoff in 
productivity. If we can agree to use a single rule-book that 
supplies these standards then many obstacles will disappear and 
more resources can be pooled together. 
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Before we begin, here are the assumptions that govern this 
development:
Assumption MAE
Modern, American, written English can be used: a) as a known 
system of symbols and meanings and b) as a means to 
communicate
Assumption S
The words, meanings and language practices defined in this paper 
supersede or overrule existing definitions.
Note that these assumptions are basic assumptions of every 
academic paper written in American English.
Here we go.
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If people do not understand the terms being used, then the terms 
are inert and do not communicate effectively. Such terms are not 
a good place to start. Explanations of what is known should start 
with simple, elementary notions.

We will begin by using the common, everyday vocabulary of 
English that is independent of academic theories. We’ll call this 
natural language. Readers need to have the vocabulary of a high 
school student and a good facility with grammar. 
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Historically, the notion of existence is sophisticated and 
philosophically controversial. In Place of Understanding, existence 
is a non-issue. What is important is whether something is present 
or absent with respect to a particular setting. Children understand 
what it means to be present or absent when attendance is taken 
at school in first grade. Thus, this approach should be elementary 
enough for our purposes. 
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The goal is for each theory to be clear and consistent. A theory is 
clear if its concepts and meanings are unambiguous. A theory is 
consistent if does not contradict itself. In other words, a theory is 
consistent if and only if a statement A that makes an assertion 
with respect to the theory and its negation not-A are not both true 
(or provable).
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A Critical Separation
The study of American English has revealed a clear difference 
between the role of verbs and nouns. Consider what is common to 
noun meanings. Separate this from what is common to verb 
meanings. We’ll use the following terms.
Stuff signifies thingness such that its presence is referred to using 
nouns.
Force signifies the means to effect such that the presence of its 
associated potency is referred to using verbs.
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Boat, water, and sand are types of stuff. Similarly, nonphysical 
noun meanings such as silence, fact and liberty qualify as stuff. To 
bump, to run, to stand, and to fall involve the potency of a force. 
And nonphysical verb meanings such as to educate or to praise 
qualify as forces.
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A useful tool in the following development is the word 
“something.” “Something” is a pronoun. It will be used in the 
following presentation as a kind of variable such that a word which 
properly refers to a meaning can be substituted for “something.”
A common part of communication involves statements such as 
“What do you mean?” or “What I meant was…” Thus, drawing on 
the idea of “meaning” should satisfy the restriction of starting with 
that which we can address through natural language.
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Following are sections that establish axioms, terms, and standards 
with respect to the following areas of scholarly activity:
Definition
Construction
Communication
Theory Development
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Definition
We are concerned with making explanations about how the world 
works. Looking at construction processes in general reveals that 
the ability to make things requires that some defined materials be 
on hand. Therefore, consider the fundamentals of definition.
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Consider processes that define units of stuff such as making a roll of pennies, 
individuating sticks of butter and producing lumber. These processes require:
Z. access to a source for that which is being defined, such as access to:

• mix of coins from a piggy bank
• cow's milk
• a forest

Y. a standard which is unique to that which is being defined, such as:
• the size and color of a penny 
• fat, without carbohydrates or proteins
• wood, 2 inches by 4 inches by lengths over 5 feet

X. the means to separate that which matches the standard from that which does not 
match, such as:

• the means to put coins on a firm surface and move pennies apart from other 
coins 

• ability to collect cream which naturally separates from milk and ability to 
churn it, since churning solidifies only the fat in cream 

• ability to cut down trees, strip branches, transport the result, and cut wood 
in the desired dimensions

W. the means to maintain separation by containment within limits, such as:
• a paper wrapper enclosing a group of pennies
• paper wrapping around individual amounts of butter and the ability to keep 

these units cool
• a confined area that the finished lumber can be stacked in so that it is 

protected from water and fire
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We considered the process of defining units of stuff. Now consider the 
definition of forces such as forces provided by a person with a hammer, 
a kitchen blender, and the sun. Definition of a force requires: 
Z.  access to a source of activity and change in which the force being 
defined is active, such as:

•a work area in which a person actively works with a hammer
•a kitchen in which a person is using a blender
•physical activity on Earth’s surface

Y.  a standard which is unique to the force being defined, such as a 
direction of succession:

•from: boards and nail, to: board joined to board by the nail
•from: some foodstuff with a given structure, to: a homogeneous 
mix
•from: darkness to: light

X.  the means to separate that which matches the standard from that 
which does not match, which is given by the means to separate: a) 
initial conditions before force is active, then b) what the force effects as 
an output, and the means to distinguish (a) then (b).

W. the means to maintain separation, that is the means to maintain a 
consistent direction of succession for this particular force versus all 
possible change.
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The means to maintain separation between the boards and 
everything else failed due to a railway accident. Some boards still 
match the desired standard, but some do not.

Observe that definition processes assume the ability to maintain 
order. 

The ability to separate involves patternmatching, and the ability to 
maintain separation involves making restrictions; these in turn 
depend on a consistent state of order. The best way to get at a 
deeper understanding is to look at the opposite of order.
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Imagine a place where anything could happen... a place where 
different people could occupy the same location at the same time, 
things could spontaneously appear and disappear, and a grown 
plant could sequentially precede the sprouted seed it comes from. 
Any attempt to maintain separation between different things or 
actions would not be successful.

In such a scenario, there are no reliable boundaries. Everything 
gets mixed up.

In such a place, we can only grab on to the whole setting, i.e. 
everything, or nothing. There are no consistently distinguishable 
parts, elements or activity.
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The way to oppose chaos is to impose rules where a rule is a 
means to effect a limit or the means to restrict. Note that a rule is 
a force since it is a means to effect. 

The act of defining is an activity that sets forth rules. 

Each established academic definition is a rule.
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A rule effects from: randomness, to: consistent order.
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The ability to distinguish between a target something and 
everything else is an ability that shows up early in life. Consider 
that a child can identify his or her mother versus everything else; 
he or she can identify his or her Mama versus everything that is 
not-the-Mama. The Mama is not everything and  is not nothing in 
the setting of a child’s life. 
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We experience a difference between the presence of the sun and 
the absence of the sun.

The standard for the stuff that we call the sun should provide the 
means to determine the presence of the sun versus its absence. 
The standard should provide the means to distinguish between the 
sun and all that is not the sun.
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Now allow the following term. Let a defining-limit refer to the 
unique, authoritative separation between something and not-
something.

With respect to personal knowledge, an individual supplies the 
authority for determining definition standards. With respect to the 
knowledge base of society, a community of respected scholars 
supplies the authority for determining definition standards.
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Construction
In working together on knowledge, we engage in acts of building 
or constructing. Consider, for example, that an idea or explanation 
is built from words that have clear, well-defined meanings. Our 
explanations are composed of concepts that are put together with 
verbs. So what principles are important for constructing or 
building in a way that preserves clarity and consistency?
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Consider construction processes such as building a house, making cookies or 
manufacturing a product. (See sidebar.) These processes require:
A.  a construction site, such as:

•a plot of land
•a kitchen
•a factory floor

B.  raw materials, such as:
•lumber, nails, screws, concrete, shingles
•butter, sugar, flour, eggs
•screws, wood, wire, silicon

C.  capabilities provided by tools and workers, such as, the abilities to:
•hammer, cut, lift, measure, drill
•pour, measure, transfer, mix, heat, cool
•mold plastic, cut, hammer, screw, solder, move objects

D.  the ability to build in successive steps or stages such that one stage is 
completed before the next one begins, such as:

•lay foundation, then frame ground-floor walls
•make batter, roll it out, then cut shapes
•mold casing, then attach circuit boards

E.  an executive power which wills, controls, or governs the execution of capabilities 
at the site such as:

•the builder 
•the cook
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What we learn from studying different examples of a construction 
process is this.
A construction process requires:  

• a construction site, 
• raw materials, 
• capabilities provided by the tools and workers, 
• the ability to build in successive steps or stages and 
• an executive power which wills, controls, or governs the 

execution capabilities at the site
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The following terms will be used for establishing construction standards.

Capability refers to the means to effect a result.
Note that a capability is a force, since it is a means to effect. A capability is 
often associated with a tool such as a hammer or a knife. The capability, 
however, is the force that is active when the tool is used; it is not the stuff 
that the tool is made of.

C-site [construction site] signifies a setting or environment in which a force is 
present and each force present consistently effects in it d-limit direction.

Raw material of a given c-site signifies some stuff which is: 
a) present in the c-site, and b) not built in the c-site.

The capability of a given c-site is simple if and only if:  a) it can be executed 
in the c-site, and b) it is not defined using other capabilities present in the c-
site.

Raw materials are the basic units of stuff that get used to create more 
complex structures. Similarly, simple capabilities are basic forces that get 
executed in a particular sequence to create more complex capabilities.
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Not Chaos Axiom: A result or restriction is present in a setting if 
and only if it has been effected by a force in this setting.

No magic. In a construction site, units of stuff do not 
spontaneously change into some unknown versions of themselves, 
or revert to a former state, or disappear without the action of a 
force. Things stay the way they are unless a force effects change.
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This assumption claims that if boards that were separate are now 
joined by glue, then this boards-joined-by-glue result has been 
effected by a force.  A force that is triggered to produce an end 
result is called a capability. 
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Similarly, if an arbitrary arrangement of football players always 
move into a well-defined pattern with a given amount of time, 
then this restricted (not random) behavior is effected by a force. A 
force that restricts is called a rule. 
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Thus, this assumption claims that a result or restriction is present 
because forces have accomplished it—not because a random act of 
magic or chance has transpired. 

The Not-Chaos Assumption sets forth a property of known 
construction sites: in a c-site, units of stuff do not spontaneously 
change into some unknown versions of themselves, or revert to a 
former state, or disappear without the action of a force. Things 
stay the way they are unless a force effects change.
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Ready Set Axiom: Raw materials and simple capabilities present in 
a c-site are separate and independent of each other before they 
are used to effect results in the c-site.
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In a construction process, stuff gets joined with stuff to construct 
different stuff. 
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Also, new and different capabilities can be “built” by executing 
capabilities in sequential steps. This assumption claims that before 
raw materials and simple capabilities get used to construct other 
stuff and other capabilities, they are present, individuated, 
separate and independent from each other. In making this claim,  
the initial conditions of a construction process are established.
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Now, the Go Axiom: A rule effects by being present, and a 
capability effects by being executed so that it uses what is 
available and appropriate.
This assumption claims that capabilities are active only if they 
have been caused to be active whereas rules are always 
active...as long as they are present.
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Following are some additional terms put in place for construction 
matters.
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Input refers to an appropriate something which is used by a 
capability.
Output refers to a something that is effected by a capability.
Do·step refers to: a capability and appropriate input(s) such that if 
the capability is executed so that it uses these inputs, then the 
result would match the result given by the capability’s d-limit.
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Workspace refers to a construction site wholly contained within 
another construction site.
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Sequences are important for successive construction steps, so 
here are some additional stipulations.
Sequence refers to a group of somethings such that each 
something either succeeds or precedes every other something of 
the group.
A sequence is finite if and only if the sequence has a beginning 
and an end.
A sequence is infinite if and only if the sequence is not finite.
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Communication
The goal (stated previously) requires the ability to supply 
explanations that are clear and consistent. In order to supply an 
explanation, it must be created or built and then delivered to 
interested parties. Consider then, where are explanations built?
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The building of ideas, concepts, explanations, and knowledge is accomplished in the 
respective minds of individuals. 
Consider what is involved in instances of written communication that provide 
explanations:
A.  A thought, call it a target thought, is formed in someone's mind, such as:

•The Civil War was fought to abolish slavery
•force = mass times acceleration
•the color orange is made from mixing yellow and red together

B. The target thought is associated with visually-perceived symbols such as the 
following strings of characters:

•The American Civil War was fought to abolish the institution of slavery.’
•‘F = ma’
•‘Orange is made from yellow and red.’

C. The character strings are created using a physical medium, such as ink on paper, 
chalk on a blackboard, or colored pixels on a computer screen.
D. Someone else who is interested or motivated in some way reads the character 
string and decodes it to recreate the associated meaning in his or her mind. If the 
reader attempts to perceive the meaning linked to the written symbols, but does 
not construct or identify a thought that matches the target thought, then 
communication of the target thought has not taken place.
E. A decision is made to agree with (accept), edit (partial acceptance and partial 
rejection), or disagree with (reject) the perceived meaning.
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Are any major elements of the communication process missing from this list? 
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This leads to the headquarters axiom: “A person’s mind is a 
construction site that has capabilities present.”

Some capabilities include, the ability: 

to openize (to open a blank context, workspace, or concept)

to move a meaning from a context into or out of a 
workspace within the context

to switch attention between contexts

to attend sequentially

to record direction

to duplicate a concept

to conceptualize

Identifying HQ capabilities and determining which capabilities are 
necessary for academic scholarship are tasks that require an 
investigation. 
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And in each scholar’s mind, there are mental workspaces within 
the larger setting of a person’s mind [HQ] for developing 
meanings. For example, a scholar’s mind might have a context for 
literature, chemistry, French, ecology, and politics. In particular, a 
context should be present for each theory that is studied. 
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Each context has its own characteristic verb meanings and noun 
meanings.
We will call each noun meaning that is present in a context, a 
concept.
Conforce corresponds to a force (i.e. verb meaning) that is a rule 
or capability which is present in a context. Rules effect constantly 
by being present; capabilities effect by being executed per the Go 
Axiom. 

Additionally, each scholar’s mind has general capabilities, such as 
language skills, that can interact with and be applied to different 
contexts.
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Human beings communicate and develop language through a 
variety of mediums: sounds, gestures, marks on a page, tactile 
differences (e.g. Braille), and artistic works. To avoid ambiguity 
and added complexity, let the standard for providing explanations 
about how the world works and documenting knowledge be 
written language. In order to further reduce complexity, we’ll set 
the standard to be modern, American English, in keeping with 
assumption MAE.
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Observation and experience reveals that the basic building blocks 
for constructing the symbols of a written language are: letters of 
an alphabet, punctuation marks and other elementary symbols.
Characters are arranged sequentially in character strings. Thus, a 
character string is a compound symbol formed from elementary 
symbols.
According to our experience symbols and meanings are put 
together in order to communicate. This leads to the following 
axiom..
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Pieces of written language such as books, articles and paragraphs 
are constructed using sentences. Each sentence is made with 
respect to a context. The context dynamically in play for the piece 
of language currently being communicated will be called the active 
context.
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Prepositions and conjunctions are capabilities in HQ which use 
meanings to effect or build other meanings.
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These tables are in keeping with conventional logic---with the 
exception of conjugated forms of the verb “to be.” 

According to formal logic, the conventional logic symbols: not [], 
,   are used with statements only. For example, 
“” joins sentence meanings.

Going forward, in Place of Understanding, “to be” has the logic 
impact of “to imply” but is used between statement fragments, by 
definition. “And,” “or,” and “not” can also be used with nouns, 
phrases, and parallel statement fragments. All terms except forms 
of “to be” can be used with statements. 

“To be” is used with a subject and an object (nouns), or it is used 
with an subject and an descriptive term (connecting noun with 
adjective or adjective phrase)

“p” is used for present in the active context; “a” is used for absent 
in the active context. According to the Attendance Axiom, when a 
sentence meaning is present in the active context, then it is true.
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Conceptualization is an important mental capability. It needs to be 
understood in order to properly govern our corporate quest for 
knowledge.
In the sentence: "Doug married Ann in 1971," "married" is a verb. 
In the sentence, "Ann and Doug's marriage is as strong as ever," 
"marriage" is a concept developed from the meaning of "married." 
This is an example of conceptualization. Other examples of the 
ability to conceptualize include the following:
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In these cases, the word referring to a non-concept meaning 
changes to function as a noun. 
Consider the following. The sentence “she laughed” communicates 
the meaning referred to by ‘she laughed’. The sentence “He said, 
‘she laughed;’” refers to a meaning in which “she laughed” is 
conceptualized – since “she laughed” is the object of the verb to 
say and functions as a noun. 
Conceptualization involves perception in a different setting or 
context from the setting in which a force is active. For example, in 
the context associated with arithmetic, the ability to add is 
present. Addition, the concept of to add, is not a concept which is 
used by capabilities in the context of arithmetic – i.e. addition is 
not added or multiplied. Addition is a concept used in a more 
general setting to discuss features and qualities of arithmetic. 
Similarly, "she laughed" is a concept temporally outside the setting 
in which the laughing took place.
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Definition: [to conceptualize] refers to the capability in HQ with 
the following direction: 
From: a non concept meaning, NC
To: a concept of NC outside of the context that NC is a part of
The difference between a setting in which a force is perceived as a 
means to effect and a setting in which a force is perceived as a 
thing needs to be preserved or else the integrity of both meanings 
is lost. Remember that this development starts with the separating 
noun meanings from verb meanings. If confusion exists about 
whether a meaning is a noun or a verb, then the defining-limit of 
the meaning is violated or ambiguous. According to the Not Chaos 
Axiom, this makes the meaning equivalent to nothing or 
everything.
As with all capabilities, the direction from what this capability 
uses, a non-concept meaning, to what it effects, a concept 
meaning, is an important limit. A non-concept meaning must be 
available and appropriate before the ability to conceptualize can 
be applied to it. Ignoring this aspect of conceptualization allows 
the formation of self-reference paradoxes or contradictions.
Understanding this phenomenon, allows this program to succeed 
where other efforts have failed.
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Theories
Given that language is the means to accomplish many different 
ends, such as artistic expression, historical accounts, marketing 
tools, and propaganda, how is written language used to 
understand ourselves and the world around us?
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Language is used to pursue and acquire knowledge through the 
development of theories.
For our purposes of order, we will define a theory to be a system 
of meanings used to provide an explanation which is created or 
formed using only: 

a) an accepted, well-known (natural) language; 
b) explicit, standard definitions and language practices which 

overrule and supplement those of the well-known 
language;  and 

c) explicit, standard assumptions.
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A theory provides a context for defining and building meanings. In 
particular the explanations of science such as: math, physics, 
chemistry, biology, psychology, and economics. 
In working together on knowledge, we need to be careful to 
define, build, and communicate in accordance with order, clarity, 
and consistency. As discussed previously, the need for order—as 
opposed to randomness—translates into the need for rules. 
Consequently, the following axioms are offered to govern 
theoretical development.
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Blank Context Rule

Start a theory by openizing a new context. 
What is meant by a “blank context” is one that does not contain 
existing meanings that have been differentiated and named. 
Starting with a new blank context assures that the mental 
workspace where we develop a theory is disconnected and 
independent from existing names, meanings, and contexts.
This rule is necessary in order to determine what is present. It 
establishes clear boundaries and prevents enmeshing between 
contexts.
Consider that the best practice for any construction site is to 
separate the area where the construction is being carried out from 
other activities or projects in the surrounding area to have 
necessary control, efficiency and certainty that things will work 
the way they are supposed to.
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Remember that the goal of this development is for each 
explanation and theory to be clear and consistent. The Blank 
Context Rule establishes that the context utilized for defining and 
building theory meanings is clearly differentiated from all other 
contexts. This explicit distinction is not currently a part of 
academic standards surrounding theory development.
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Given that a theory context starts out blank, we must introduce 
the first concepts and forces that will be employed. Let these first 
concepts, capabilities and rules - that are not created or defined in 
a theory context Th - be called initial meanings. 
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Initial Meanings Rule
This axiom asserts restrictions that prevent problems. 
(a) enforces avoidance of a situation where Th could be contained in a 
concept introduced into Th. [In this case the theory would become part 
of itself, the whole. Such a case violates the difference between part and 
whole.] This condition avoids conditions that could lead to a paradox.
Consider that if the list does not have a beginning or an end, then 
communication of the list is problematic for achieving productive work 
since it is never completed. If an infinite list can be communicated with 
finite language, then there is a mechanism or means for determining the 
next item on the list, and in this case the means to effect the next item 
should be explicitly identified as an initial meaning (simple capability) of 
the theory. We want to avoid ambiguous or hidden forces. 
The restriction that the initial meanings comply with the Ready Set 
Axiom (c) is redundant, for the purpose of emphasis; because this paper 
assumes that all the work we do together on knowledge complies with 
all the Axioms/Rules it sets forth.
(d) states that the proper method to introduce initial meanings into a 
theory context, Th, is by an explicit declaration. Consider the 
alternative. If initial meanings are not explicitly declared by axiom, there 
is room for disagreement about the initial conditions of a theory. Making 
the declaration via an axiom also provides the means to prove that an 
initial meaning is present.
Initial meanings are either from natural language or from another 
theory. Part (e) of this rule enforces the idea that a theoretical concept 
or conforce is dependent on the initial meanings in the context where it 
was defined or built.
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HQ Meanings Rule
“Def»” signifies that a definition follows. This separates out a definition 
rule from other communication objectives. 
“Syn»” signifies that a syntax rule follows. This is useful for specifying 
how the name of a force is written with respect to the things it uses or 
acts on.
“” signifies that the character string on the left is the canonical name 
for the meaning standard on the right.
“m” is an open slot for a noun meaning that can refer to any concept in 
the active theory context. It involves the mental capability to openize
which is available throughout HQ.
Currently, approved-HQ-Tools include the well-known prepositions of 
Logic: Not, and, or, if...then, if and only if - plus “of,” “/,” “by,” and 
“which” (or “such that”). These meanings are not context-specific and 
they provide the means to connect meanings for setting forth a 
standard. 
“From...To” sets forth a direction and is useful for defining a force.
“To be” can be used only when it is used as a copula to link subject and 
predicate. In this case, it’s role is in keeping with the approved-HQ-
tools. We have a truth table for this meaning also.
“To equal” [=] is used to indicate that a name and another name refer 
to the same meaning. Historically, “to equal” has been used primarily in 
the context of math, but this paper defines it so that it is meaningful for 
any context.
“To patternmatch” [#] is used to indicate that a meaning and another 
meaning fit the same pattern. 
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This concludes the development of Place of Understanding. 
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Going forward in working together on knowledge, we can agree 
that these axioms govern our theoretical work, as well as the 
definitions, language rules, and standards set forth above. They 
provide clarity and consistency that we desire. Proof of this 
assertion goes beyond the scope of this presentation.
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Def» To violate refers to breaking or damaging a rule, restriction, or definition 
so that it does not effect in keeping with its standard.
“A meaning is violated” is a result. According to the Not-Chaos Axiom, a result is effected 
in a setting S if and only if it has been affected by a force in this setting S. Therefore, we 
consider if there is a force that effects a violation result. [Observe that none of the forces 
(verb meanings) introduced are overtly destructive of rules, restrictions or definitions. 
For example, Place does not set forth a kill force that destroys definition X.]
A force KF affects a violation means that the force KF acts to break a rule, restriction or 
definition [by respective definitions]. Recognize that a definition is a special case of a 
restriction, effected by a rule, so with no loss of generality, we can look for a force KF 
that breaks a rule or a restriction given by rule R.
Such a force KF, acts on part or all of the domain of R to effect a different result or it 
acts on the scope of R to counteract R. In this case, the domain and scope of KF are at 
odds or contradictory with the domain and scope of R. 
By investigation, a scholar can examine the rules of Place and see that for each rule R, 
either: a) the rules are separate, i.e. having separate domains and scopes, or 
b) one is contained within another, i.e. one has a domain that is part of the other and 
effects in the same direction to part of the same scope. 
Therefore, there is not a rule in Place that acts in the direction of KF.
Rules of Place include: definitions, language rules, and axioms. Each definition is 
separate, assigning a name to a meaning; we know that a given meaning can have more 
than one name without any problem. Having unique names is sufficient to have each def 
be separate. Language rules are separate from definitions and axioms; each one can be 
examined to see that they are separate. Axioms in each of the sections: Definition, 
Construction and Communication can be examined to see that they are separate or 
contained in each other. The Blank Context Rule is contained in the HQ Axiom, The Initial 
Meanings Rule is contained in the Ready Set Axiom, and The HQ Meanings Rule is 
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contained in the HQ Axiom, the CommLink Axiom and the Not-Nothing Axiom.
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